Introduction
Protein precipitation (liquid phase splitting) provides an effective method for raising the concentration of a protein in a dilute solution. Precipitation plays an important role in downstream processing in biotechnology. 1 A variety of precipitating agents can be used, varying from water-soluble low molecular-weight liquids 2 to nonionic polymers 3 and polyelectrolytes (PE). 4 • 5 Use of an oppositely-charged polyelectrolyte to precipitate a protein offers several advantages: high protein recoveries can be obtained with a small amount of PE while retaining the native state of a protein without loss of biological activity. The target protein can be recovered by adjusting pH or ionic strength after precipitation, and the PE may be recycled.
PEs are also used in other industrial applications, 6 such as water treatment, food processing, manufacture of paints and colloidal suspensions. While interactions in colloidal dispersions are less complex than those in protein solutions, both have similar electrochemical properties;
therefore, colloidal suspensions serve as models to test theoretical predictions for globularprotein solutions.
Several experimental studies have been reported for protein precipitation using PEs. The most extensively studied proteins are lysozyme, 4 • 5 ovalbumin, 4 bovine serum albumin (BSA)/ and catalase. 8 Oppositely-charged polyelectrolytes include carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC), 4 • 9 polyacrylic acid (PAA), 6 ' 8 and polymethacrylic acid (PMA). 7 CMC and PAA have been used to precipitate selectively proteins from an aqueous mixture due to different affinities. 4 • 10 A comprehensive summary for these studies is given in a recent review. 11 Stabilization or destabilization of colloidal suspension by polyelectrolytes have.also been reported, for example, for polystyrene latex or silica particles; 12 " 14 similar phase behavior was observed.
Experimental observations provide a general picture for protein or colloid precipitation by PEs. Precipitation is frequently interpreted as liquid-liquid phase separation rather than liquidsolid phase separation because the precipitated phase is osmotically swollen due to retained counterions along with substantial hydration. 11 Evidence for such liquid-liquid equilibria has been reported for serum albumin with polydimethyldiallyl-ammonium chloride (PDMDAAC), 15 and for precipitation of ionic surfactant with oppositely-charged PE. 16 • 17 Initially, addition of PE 2 to a colloidal or protein solution produces liquid-liquid phase separation (precipitation), denoting destabilization. Precipitation is enhanced with increased PE concentration. However, when increasing PE concentration beyond an optimal value, the precipitated protein (or aggregated colloid) redissolves, leading to restabilization. The concentration of PE required for destabilization or restabilization depends on the pH (corresponding to protein charge) of the protein solution or on the charge of the colloidal particle. Other factors such as ionic strength and molecular weight (MW) ofPE play second roles.
Although protein precipitation and colloid flocculation with polyelectrolytes have been studied for many years, few theoretical studies have been directed toward understanding the mechanism of precipitation. The concept "polymer bridging" concerns particles joined by the same polymer chain; its efficiency is mainly related to MW of the polymer. This mechanism originally proposed for nonionic polymer systems, 18 has been applied to PEs. 19 For those systems, however, it was recognized that the favorable electrostatic interactions between two oppositely-charged solutes play a significant, perhaps overwhelming role. A combination of polymer bridging and electrostatic interactions has also been observed. For example, for precipitation of lysozyme by PAA 5 and polystyrene by cationic polymers 20 , polymer bridging is important at high MW of PE; in contrast, electrostatic---interaction is important at low MW.
Another prevailing mechanism is provided by the "charge-patch" (mosaic) concept 12 • 21 where attraction is attributed to charge heterogeneity in a protein or colloidal particle, similar to attraction between dipoles. This mechanism provides a reasonable interpretation for those flocculation phenomena that could not be explained using polymer bridging or electrostatic interaction. In some cases, flocculation of colloidal suspensions by like-charged PE 22 or nonadsorbing PE 23 is due to a depletion force, causing particles to aggregate by exclusion of polymer molecules from the space between particles at small distances.
Based on electrostatic interactions, some models were proposed for protein or colloid precipitation. This work considers liquid-liquid phase separation for a ternary solution (protein, polyelectrolyte, water). Our discussion is for a two-component system with water as a continuous medium. The interaction potentials between particles are estimated by continuumaveraged potential of mean force. All thermodynamic properties are expressed analytically.
Attention is given to the effects of charge· and size of protein, length and charge density of polyion, and association strength of hydrophobic interaction. Some results are also given for fractional separation of aqueous binary protein mixtures. Although the discussion presented here provides only a crude representation of protein-polyelectrolyte systems, that discussion identifies essential factors that determine protein or colloid precipitation by liquid phase splitting.
Interaction Potentials
In our two-component system, a globular protein particle with its coions is one component; a linear polylon with its counterions is the other"component.-..-The protein particle is represented by a macro ion with number density p P , diameter a P and charge Z P e ( e is the charge of a proton); its coion is represented by a charged hard sphere with number density p 1 , diameter a 1 and for osmotic pressure are consistent with those from computer simulation and from experimental data. As shown in Figure 1 , the polyion is a partially charged chain composed of q repeated subchains, where n<'> and n< 2 > are, respectively, segment numbers of charged hard spheres and neutral hard spheres per subchain; chain length r is given by:
We assume identical diameters fpr all segments in the polyion. Hard sphere and coulombic contributions are represented by
where R denotes the center-to-center distance and o-(j = (a . . + o-j) I 2 is the additive diameter for i-j interactions.
The attractive dispersion potential is proportional to o-
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, dominantly stronger for big particles than for small particles. Therefore, we only consider the dispersion potential between macroions, represented by:
where His the Hamaker constant. Eq.(S) gives a simplified long-range limit for the dispersion potential; it underestimates the contribution of the dispersion to the total PMF when R approaches o-P • However, because dispersion plays a minor role in our phase-equilibrium calculation, Eq.(5) is satisfactory for our purposes. Recent .experimental work, 34 indicates that fJH ( fJ = 1 I kT , k is Boltzmann constant and T is temperature) appears to be about 10.
Therefore, in our calculations we consider H a constant, independent of solution conditions.
There may be hydrophobic interaction between protein-polyion and protein-protein due to exposed nonpolar residues. 35 Hydrophobic bonds are formed when two hydrophobic groups come into contact with each other in aqueous solution leading to association. We use an association potential at contact to represent a hydrophobic interaction:
otherwise (6) where wij is the association range. Experimental studies 36 shows that the upper bound for the protein-protein association energy is pr; PP = 5 . The association energy between protein and oppositely-charged polyion pr; pr is stronger than that for protein-protein. The number of association patches on protein and polyion is M P and Mr respectively. We assume that the association range w is the same for all associations.
Thermodynamic Properties
The Helmholtz energy for our two-component system with total volume Vis obtained from perturbation theory for associated fluids:
fJA fJA id fJA hs fJA de fJA dis fJA chain fJA ass
The Helmholtz energy of the ideal-gas mixture is given by
where p 1 is the number density of molecules (not monomers) and A 1 denotes de Broglie wavelength. All others contributions are excess Helmholtz energies due to interactions.
Comparisons with Monte Carlo computer simulation/ 8 have shown that properties of hardsphere mixtures can be reliably predicted from the BMCSL equation 39 even for a large diameter ratio. We therefore adopt that equation to account for the hard-sphere contribution from macro ions, segments of polyions, counterions and co ions:
where ' n = L pka: ' L1 = 1-1Z's3 I 6' and Pk is the number density of particle k where, for the k polyion chain, k refers to the monomer, i.e., before polyion-chain formation.
For the contribution from electrostatic interactions, we use the mean-spherical approximation (MSA)4o
where a~ = p e 2 I & is the Bjerrum length characterizing the dielectric property of the solvent and r is the scaling parameter obtained from
An important advantage of the MSA is that thermodynamic properties can be obtained analytically, giving good agreement with experimental data. 41 The MSA has been widely used to study charged hard-sphere mixtures 42 including those that are highly asymmetric, 43 and protein solutions. 27 The contribution from dispersion attraction is obtained from the. random-phase approximation (RP A) 44 using the form previously presented for salting-out of proteins 29 • 30 and for asphaltene precipitation in crude o1ls
45 :
where u RPA = r w;s(R)dR =_.!!..._PH a! .
• p
(13)
The polyion is represented by a linear chain formed from charged hard-sphere segments.
However, Eqs. (9) and (10) refer to monomers, not chain molecules. To correct for connectivity between chain segments, it is necessary to include a term Achain for the total Helmholtz energy.
The Helmholtz energy attributed to chain formation has been given previously; Eq. (14) is for a uniformly charged chain; it can be extended to a partially charged chain illustrated in Figure 1 :
Here subscripts c and 0, respectively, represent charged segment and neutral segment. The cavity correlation function at contact, y ij(aij) is calculated from th~ hypemetted-chain approximation (HNC) with the pair correlation function and the direct correlation function estimated from MSA, 40 where parameter a; is given by
In recent years, remarkable progress has been made toward a theory for associating fluids.
The most successful statistical associated fluid theory (SAFT) originated from the seminal work (25) where N is total particle number in the system. Combining with Eq. (7), we have the osmotic pressure as the sum of six contributions:
Appendix A gives analytic expressions for these contributions. 9 The chemical potential for each ion is obtained from practical studies where protein concentration decreases with addition of PE due to dilution. In practice RSC will be at some arbitrary point C, chosen here for illustration only.
11 Figure 3 shows a schematic illustration of protein. precipitated corresponding to path AC in Figure 2 . Consistent with destabilization-restabilization, the amount of precipitated protein increases when PE is added, reaching a maximum as observed in practice. However, the amount of precipitation decreases with further addition of PE. Evidence for this phase behavior can be found in the experimental literature. The insert provides an example: catalase precipitated by one of three· polyacids: polyacrylic acid (P AA), maleic anhydride-styrene (MAS) and maleic anhydride-vinyl methyl ether (MA VE). 8 Similar behavior was also observed in turbidimetric titration of bovine serum albumin (BSA) with polydimethyldiallyl-ammonium chloride (PDMDAAC). 15 .49 Figure 4 shows the effect of protein macroion charge Z P on phase separation. Lower solubility in the supernatant phase is found upon decreasing Z P • We expect that protein solubility reaches . a minimum when the solution approaches its isoelectric point where the protein charge is close to zero, as experimentally observed. 7 The lower the protein charge, the lower are CPC and RSC. With decreased protein charge, less oppositely-charged PE is needed to neutralize the protein, leading to protein precipitation. Also, less PE is required to reyerse the charge on the protein-polyion complex, leading to restabilization. The effect of protein charge may also be observed if we change the. pH of the protein solution because the protein charge varies with pH. The insert in Figure 4 shows percent of lysozyme removal by carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) at variqus pH. 4 For lysozyme (isoelectric point IEP = 10.7 50 ), the charges on protein at pH= 4:2, 5.8, 7~5 are 11, 7.5, 5.8, respectively. 5 1 As shown, a lower concentration of CMC is required to precipitate protein with smaller charge (higher pH). Similar behavior was also found for colloidal silica suspension with polyethyleneimine (PEI).
14 Figure 5 shows the effect of protein macro ion diameter a P on protein precipitation. When protein size is reduced, more PE is required to precipitate protein and to restabilize protein due to the increase of protein charge density. The effect of protein diameter is more pronounced than that of,protein charge because surface charge density is more sensitive to diameter according to Z PI na!.
We also examine the effect of association strength due to hydrophobic interaction between protein and polyion. The phase diagrams are almost the same at different association energies indicating that, for the cases considered here, electrostatic interaction is more important than hydrophobic association. Figure 6 shows the dependence of protein precipitation on polyion chain length r. When r > 1000, the phase diagrams are the same as that for r = 1000. However, when chain length shortens, both CPC and RSC rise slightly; the shorter r, the higher CPC and RSC. This effect cannot be accounted for by electrostatic interaction alone, but follows from electrostatic interaction with simultaneous polymer adsorption. Initially, polymer bridging causes precipitation. However, as PE concentration increases, formation of a steric layer favors restabilization. It is well known that a polymer with a shorter chain is less efficient for both bridging and steric restabilization. 52 As polymer length declines, more polymer is required as shown in our calculations and by experimental studies for lysozyme with polyacrylic acid (PAAi and for colloidal silica suspension with polyethyleneimine (PEI)
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• The probable mechanism is schematically illustrated in Fig. 7 where regions I, II and III correspond to the three regions in Figure 2 . With intermediate PE concentration, region II shows formation of bridging between particles, leading to precipitation. Upon increasing PE concentration, region III shows a steric layer surrounding the protein particle, leading to restabilization.
Polymer adsorption is mainly electrostatic-induced; for the cases considered here, it is not due to hydrophobic association. Experimental studies, 12 indicate an increase of the precipitation zone (two-phase region) with increasing molecular weig.QJ of polymer. The critical precipitation concentration (CRC) decreases with molecular weight of polymer; in contrast, the restabilization concentration (RSC) increases. This phenomenon is usually interpreted by charge-patch model attributed to uneven charge distribution on the particles. However, this trend is not observed in our calculations because our description cannot account for non-uniform distribution of charged patches on the protein particles.
A more realistic polyelectrolyte is a copolymer where only a fraction of the monomers is charged, here represented by a partially charged hard-sphere chain. The effect of polyion charge density is shown in Figure 8 with constant chain length r = 1000 . In the intermediate region,
increased PE charge density produces a wider precipitation zone, i.e., aPE with higher charge density initiates the precipitation at lower concentration (CPC) and delays the restabilization at higher concentration (RSC With increased charge on protein A, Z: = 8 and all other parameters unchanged, the phase diagram resembles that in Figure 10 . The ratio of surface charge density Z PI ;rra; for proteins A to B (equal to 8) is now greater than that in Figure 9 (equal to 6). The minimum of x:· in supernatant phase in Fig. 9 approximates 0.28, but in Ffg.10 it's 0.21; on the other hand, the corresponding X~" in precipitated phase are nearly the same (= 0.75), from this, we may say that the fractional precipitation (=X~" I X~') is enhanced in Fig.10 . ) are 1 mg/ml, corresponding to point E in Figure 11 . Upon increase of PE concentration at point E, initially the corresponding precipitated phase is x:" = 0.39; this implies that at first, mainly protein A (lysozyme) is precipitated. Upon further increase of PE concentration, X:" increases; that is, protein B (ovalbumin) coprecipitates. As observed experimentally, the protein A (lysozyme) with higher charge is selectively precipitated. However, we expect that, if concentrations of lysozyme and ovalbumin were 1 mg/ml and 10 mg/ml respectively, the system corresponds to point F. Upon increasing PEat point F, x:" in the precipitated phase is close to 0.8, indicating that the precipitated phase would be mainly composed of protein B (ovalbumin), suggesting that in this case, protein B with the lower charge is precipitated first.
Conclusion
For liquid-liquid precipitation of a protein by an oppositely-charge polyelectrolyte, our calculations show that, upon increasing the concentration of PE, initially the system is in a onephase region, then changes to a two-phase region, and finally recovers one phase, as experimentally observed. We have investigated the effects of protein charge and diameter, hydrophobic protein-polyion association, polyion chain length and polyion surface charge density. Electrostatic interaction plays a dominant role, accompanied with coupled polymer adsorption as induced by electrostatic interaction but ll.?t by hydrophobic interaction. Our calculations confirm that the surface charge density of the protein particle is a dominant factor for protein precipitation. Secondary factors, polyion surface charge density and polyion molecular weight (chain length) play a minor role. We also obtained some results for aqueous binary mixtures of proteins with different charge densities giving fractional precipitation.
We recognize that precipitation in protein-polyelectrolyte systems is also influenced by other factors n?t considered here; at present, our understanding of these is far less mature. There are few general rules for any given system; usually we have to make a case-by-case study for a specific system. Nevertheless, the crude model developed here has probably captured most of the essential features of liquid-liquid precipitation in real protein-polyelectrolyte systems. and 10 mg/ml, respectively. x; is mole fraction of protein B (water-free basis). • /
